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ABSTRACT

The project is on sparse matrix algorithm. Given the problem Lx = b, solve for x. L is a lower triangle sparse 

matrix and b and x are sparse n-by-1 column vectors. The program is written in MATLAB (version 6) 

programming environment. MATLAB stores sparse matrices in three column arrays to save memory space 

and enables the program to solve for x more efficiently. The optimal algorithm requires a depth first traversal of 

the graph of L. Perform depth first traversal of graph L to find a pattern of x, where the non-zero solution of x 

would be. Since L and b are sparse, the solution x will also be sparse. Solving for x in this manner 

saves computational time if the matrix is large.

The program is MEX-file written in ANSI C and has a MATLAB interface. The program is callable from 

MATLAB command window. The MEX-file contains two routines, a computational routine that performs the 

function and a gateway routine that interfaces to MATLAB. The main part of the computational routine 

involves finding the pattern of x.

INTRODUCTION

Matrix computations are necessary to solve many mathematical models that arise from practical problems. 

As technology advances, in particular Internet technology, more data is produced and causes matrix problems 

to increase in size. Research is actively conducted to discover better ways to store and interpret the data. 

Many practical problems produce a system of linear algebraic equation. As the size of these problems A 

increases, more efficient algorithms are needed to solve for the solution in a timely manner. A system of n 

linear algebraic equations:
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is represented as Ax = b where aij ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n ) is the numerical value stored in row i and column j 

of matrix A, and bi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n ) is stored in column vector. The solution x result in a n-by-1 column vector. In 

many practical problems, A contains a small number of non-zero entries and is sparse. Sparse matrices have few 

non-zero entries relative to the size of n^2 entries.

The project is concerned with solving Ax=b when A takes the structure of a lower triangle sparse matrix. A 

lower triangle matrix has all the non-zero entries on and below the diagonal. Replace the variable A with L to 

get Lx=b where L is a sparse lower triangle matrix, and x and b are n-by-1 sparse column vectors. Let Lij denote 

the entry in row i and column j of L. Lij ≠ 0, �∀( i = j ) and Lij ≠ 0 when i > j. The optimal algorithm to solve Lx = 

b was discovered in mid 80s (1). It requires a graph representation of L. The solution provided is a MEX-file written 

in ANSI C in MATLAB (version 6) programming environment.

BACKGROUND

The program is written in MATLAB programming environment. MATLAB has built-in functions to perform 

matrix operations. MATLAB is also a high level programming language that enables users to write m-files, which 

are programs that behave like MATLAB built-in functions. MATLAB Application Program Interface enables MATLAB 

to call functions written in C or Fortran. These programs are referred to as MEX-file. A MEX-file consists of 

two routines, a computational routine and a gateway routine. The computational routine is the source code 

that performs the operation of the program. The MEX-function calls the computational routine and provides 

the interface to MATLAB. All MEX-functions must contain the heading "void mexFunction ( int nlhs, mxArray *plhs 

[ ], int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs [ ] )". The variable nlhs refers to the number of left hand parameters passed to 

the function, and plhs is a pointer to all the parameters passed to the function. The variable nrhs refers to 

the number of right hand parameter passed back to MATLAB and prhs is the pointer to all of the parameter 

passed back to MATLAB. Once a MEX-function is compiled, it behaves similar to MATLAB built-in functions. A 

MEX-function is called by the function name.

MATLAB program stores all data types in the object MATLAB array. MATLAB array is declared as type mxArray in 

C. The non-zero entries of sparse matrix are stored in three arrays. Pointer pr points to the array that contains 

the numerical value of Lij and pointer ir points to the array that contains the corresponding row index. The third 

array is referenced by pointer jc. The array stores 0 at jc[0], and the value of jc[i+1] is the value of jc[i] plus 

the number of nonzero entries of column i.



SOLUTION

A direct method to solve Lx = b takes time complexity O (n). The non-optimal algorithm below displays the steps 

to solve for x. 

1. x = b

2. for i = 1 to n

3. if xi ≠ 0

4. xi = xi / Lii

xi+1:n = xi+1:n - Li+1:n, i * xi

Simple non-optimal algorithm (1)

 
 

The optimal algorithm reduces the time complexity to be proportional to the number of binary floating-

point operations. Hence the more non-zero entries L and b contain, the more time it takes to solve for x.

XX = { i | xi ≠ 0 } denote the pattern of x

B = { i | bi ≠ 0 } denote the pattern of b

Lj = { i | Lij ≠ 0 } denote the pattern of column j of L (1).

From the matrix of L, graph G (L) was constructed. Let G = (V, E) where V is a vertex or node and E is a direct 

edge between two nodes. The nodes of G (L) are integers 1 to n. For each column i of L ( 1 ≤ i ≤ n ), connect node 

i directly to Lj. Take for example i = 3; if L33, L34 and L35 are non-zero, a direct edge connects node 3 to node 4 

and a direct edge connects node 3 to node 5. 

 
Traverse the graph of L to find the pattern of x. XX contains where x has nonzero values. Change line 2 of 

algorithm 1 to " for i �∈ XX " provides the optimal algorithm.

 
Since L and b are sparse, observe a couple of properties that permit XX to be found. bi ≠ 0 implies xi ≠ 0, �∀i. xi ≠ 

0 implies xj ≠ 0, �∀i and �∀j �∈ Li (1). Traverse the graph of L. Start at vertex B0 and process B0. Then process all 

the nodes reachable from B0. At each node i process all nodes reachable from node i. If there is no vertex 

reachable from node i store i in XX and proceed to process the previous node. Once B0 is stored in XX, proceed 



5.

to process all the elements of B in a similar manner.

 
The main part of the computational routine is to find the pattern of x. Due to the storage convention of the graph 

of L, each time a vertex i is processed the column i of L is also processed. As a result, a node can be processed 

more than once. An array state[n] is created to ensure each node is only process once. State[ ] is initialize to null 

at the beginning of the program. Once state [i] is processed, state [i] is changed to 1. Depth-first search method 

is implemented with a stack. Since MATLAB stores all data in arrays, the program treats an array as a stack 

using Last In First Out principle. After XX is found, the binary floating-point operations are carried to produce 

the solution x. Since L and b are sparse, x will also be sparse.

 
The MEX-function takes in L and b and passes them to the computational routine. The solution is passed back to 

MEX-routine and is displayed in MATLAB command window. MATLAB has a built-in function to solve Ax = b and 

hence it is used to check the program's accuracy. In MATLAB the command ">> (L^(-1)) * b" provides the solution x.
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